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Review of Peaches of Northampton

Review No. 114905 - Published 8 Oct 2013

Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 27 Sep 2013 18:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07835596435

The Premises:

Flat in central Northampton is fine with a nice bedroom. Seemed secure and discrete.

The Lady:

Peaches is small with a pretty face, impressive hairstyle and a really lovely very slim and firm body.
She soon became friendly and easy to chat with.

The Story:

I wasn't sure if I would find Peaches attractive out of her clothes but first of all she arrived in the
room in a lovely dress and she looked really good so I enjoyed a cuddle with her still dressed. We
soon both felt at ease and chatted easily while Peaches dispensed with different items of her
clothing.

I really liked how slim and firm Peaches' body was. There was no fear that Peaches might have
been under age yet her body was girlishly slim and firm.

As we moved onto to sexual things it all seemed pleasantly natural and Peaches was happy to take
a lead rather than be pushed to do different things although I wasn't looking for anything at all
extreme so we were both happy with a spell of kissing and then covered oral before we moved on
to sex.

I really enjoyed this again because of Peaches' firm body and also her positive attitude to different
positions.

I left feeling I had made a new friend and really enjoyed getting to know a lovely lady with an
impressive body so I am looking forward to seeing a genuine and friendly woman again in the near
future.
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